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effective leadership is critical
• lessons can be drawn from everywhere albeit that: 

• the public sector differs from the private sector 
(as “public interest and accountability” dominates) 

• local government differs from the rest of the 
public sector (with the distinctiveness of place, 
locality & community self-governance)

public leadership that is overly focused on gaining 
and sustaining control of organisations and 
institutions, limits horizons and is self defeating

X

..public leadership needs to be re-imagined for the   
dynamically changing conditions of the 21st century



allure
alchemy

the

of

“the magical transformation of mediocrity into excellence”



the recipe:  
some simple ingredients of good 

governance and managerial leadership
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imperatives for change
losing revenues
losing relevance



Collins J (2009) How The Mighty Fall

stage 1 
“Hubris born 
of success”

stage 2 
“Undisciplined 

pursuit of 
more”

stage 3 
“Denial of risk 

and peril”

stage 4 
“Grasping for 

salvation”

stage 5 
“Capitulation 
to irrelevance 

or death”

rise & fall in the corporate world



growth & austerity
population growth 

and change 

relative 
competitiveness & 

productivity 

differential 
economic growth 

reduce spending 

revise priorities 

redesign services 

reset expectations
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36%

Office for Budget Responsibility (July 2015) Economic & Fiscal Outlook, Table 4.4

the implied “ceiling” of 
tax revenues in the UK
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too small for the

too big for the

big things?

small things?

the political geography of most developed nations (set in the 19th century) rarely accords with their 21st century economic geography



“licence to operate”

managerial competence: 
the credibility, capacity, 

capability & confidence to 
deliver

democratic legitimacy: 
electoral competition; building 
consent & managing dissent



economies of  …

scalescope

flowpenetration



performance in three dimensions

improving place and locality

securing valued service results

relevant community self governance



What is to be done?“ ”
re-imagine our leadership for our 

changing context while learning from the 
best lessons we can draw from anywhere 



orthodox approaches
strategic planning & control

performance measurement 
& management

risk management & 
programme delivery

improved public service 
coordination



Fanatic 
DISCIPLINE

Productive 
PARANOIA

Empirical 
CREATIVITY

Ambitious  
Leadership

hyper vigilance: 
to changes in operating environment           

(needs, competitors, comparators, etc)

consistency of action: 
of values, goals, performance standards                

and methods

practical experimentation: 
testing out the tangible evidence of what    

might work better
Collins J & Hansen M  (2011) Great by Choice



Design …
visualises change rather than 

relies on thick strategies  

starts with user experience 

functional, emotional and 
social utility 

enables learning through fast 
failure by prototyping



leadership roles
setting direction

building capability
maintaining momentum
encouraging confidence

intellectual energy

emotional labour



organisations are more like …

cakes than cars



8ingredientsthe



root out bad practice and dysfunctional relationships1

2 sustain a sense of dissatisfaction with local outcomes

AG ANS DCR OIx >+( )
purposeful change only happens when

• mental and emotional “petrification” 
• “existential schizophrenia”: losing contact with 

people while attending to bureaucratic matters



3

4

design accountabilities that embrace openness 
and encourage personal responsibility 

map out ambitions, priorities and goals so    
they stretch energies and encourage a results 
oriented culture 

ensure positive managerial behaviours are 
spread across the organisation and its 
partnerships so that things get done

5



focus people on expanding their capabilities and 
being openly collaborative 

mix people and teams so they work creatively with 
the public to solve local problems 

be honest in self assessment and encourage 
searching criticism from peers and others

6

7

8



high performing councils are  

open,  
curious, innovative 
and future focussed 

* close … closed

*



honour everyone’s heritage, 
grasp today’s opportunities, 

build a shared future together.

“
”

extend the reach of liberty,  
widen the circle of opportunity,  

strengthen the bonds of community

“
”



personal leadership challenges



Machiavelli’s challenge
“Whosoever desires 

constant success must 
change their conduct with 

the times.” 
but … “No man is so wise that he knows 

how to adapt his own nature … 
Both because he cannot deviate from the 

path to which his nature inclines him.  
And because he cannot be convinced to 

abandon a well-known path that has always 
brought him success by his following it.”



characteristics           politics                              management

activities

players

conversations

artefacts

currency

dynamics

imposing values,
gaming

problem solving
careerism

representatives experts

“what do you hear?”
passion, dreams, stories

“what do you know?”
data, plans, reports

conflict, compromise, 
change

predictability, 
cooperation, continuity

power through stories knowledge through data

intangible:
interests & symbols

tangible: 
information, money, people, 

equipment

“the gap”

political and managerial rationalities

who 
translates?

who 
bridges 
the gap?



political leadership 
spend less time in the iron cage of meetings 

explain “new realities” simply and with honesty 

offer real hope by accentuating positives 

connect political change to local social changes 

help others tone down their partisanship



managerial leadership 
don’t steal political decisions 

explain “new realities” simply and with honesty 

offer real hope by accentuating positives 

connect organisational change to economic changes 

help others tone down their professional expertise



if you can’t inspire yourself 

you’ll never be able to 
inspire others

“

”



something I am proud of



“I trust Lewisham Council to make the best 
decisions for the borough as a whole even if I 

personally disagree with a decision.”

51%

9%

agree

strongly agree

agree

9%
5%

20% disagree

strongly disagree

disagreeneither agree 
nor disagree

60%

14%

6% Don’t Know



The most 

are often the ones that are

obvious and
important realities
hardest to see

and talk about ...

“how’s the water boys?”
“what is water?”

David Foster Wallace This is Water



Public servants add most value 
through their focused awareness 

of the needs of others. 

This is water.
This is water. 

 Awareness of what is so real and essential, so 
hidden in plain sight, all around us, all the time …

that we have to keep reminding 
ourselves, and our staff, over and over:
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